
1. Join two poles using 12" Sleeve to form first Vertical Post
2. Thread tubing through net's Side Straps.
3. Insert the top of the tube into net's black  top “cap”.
4. Insert H-prong base into Vertical Post at bottom of post 
5. Loop net's bottom strap's bungee section onto H-prong's short, 

extended leg
6. Anchor first Vertical Post - step down on H-prong's extended section
7. Position and anchor first Vertical Post's yellow GuyCords using 9 in. Yellow Pegs.
8. Hammer the two pegs into ground as deep as possible
9. Repeat steps 1-5 on other end of net and with second Vertical Post
10. BEFORE anchoring second Vertical Post:
11. Pull second Post as far away (apart) from first Post as possible
12. Anchor & secure second post, as in steps 6, 7, & 8 above
13. Assess net's tightness.  If desired, make more taut by increasing relative

distance between the two vertical posts and/or by tightening guy cords
14. Your PowrNet™  (Patent Pending) is specially equipped with two black, All-tight

washers.  To begin, make sure washers are located as near to the top “cap” as 
possible. Once H-prongs and pegs have been anchored, squeeze yellow cords
together, slide washer/s down to further tighten the net. Squeezing yellow cords
whenever sliding washer up or down will extend the life expectancy of the 
All-tight washer.

Warning:  This apparatus is intended to serve only as a soccer-ball rebounding goal or target. As with all equipment of this 
nature, avoid play-action physical contact with this goal and with its components - such contact can cause injury.
Continuous adult supervision is necessary when handling and/or using this goal and/or its components. This goal 
includes parts which pose a danger if handled improperly or in a manner that is inconsistent with their intended use.
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